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Transport evolution in normal shear (NrS) and reversed shear (RS) JT-60U tokamak plasmas

with internal transport barrier (ITB) is described as a combination of various fast and slow time

scale processes. Abrupt in time (ms time scale) and wide in space (-0.3 of minor radius)

variations of electron and ion heat diffusivities %e,i (SXe,i)> which are called ITB-events and seen

as simultaneous rise and decay of electron and ion temperatures in two spatial zones, are found

for weak ITBs in both NrS and RS plasmas. Profiles of 5%e in RS plasmas with strong ITBs

are usually localized near ITB foot inside smaller space region. The maximum of the heat flux

variation is located near position of the minimum of safety factor in various RS plasmas, and

variation is extended in positive shear region. Inward and outward heat pulse propagations

created by the jump of %e and the sawtooth-like crash are analyzed. Small values of %e and the

absence of heat pinch are found inside strong ITBs. Another non-local abrupt variations of %e

inside most of the plasma volume, including significant part of weak ITB inside RS zone of RS

plasmas, are seen at the ELM-induced H-L transition and the L-H recovery.
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1. Introduction

Over the past few years, a significant progress has been achieved in the development of

the steady state Reversed magnetic Shear (RS) scenario [1,2] and steady state high-(L scenario

with Normal magnetic Shear (NrS) [3,4] in JT-60U plasmas with Internal Transport Barrier

(ITB). Understanding properties of the ITB and identifying the control method of the ITB are

among the most important issues for the tokamak fusion research. Processes of the transport

evolution during RS and NrS discharges have not been fully understood yet. Characteristics of

the ITB for RS plasmas and high-(3p NrS plasmas have been compared [5]. Two types of ITB,

"parabolic" (weak ITB with large zone of reduced transport inside the ITB "foot") and "box"

(strong ITB with very low transport between ITB "foot" and "shoulder") were observed, and

transport properties for these cases have been analyzed [6]. The role of NBI toroidal

momentum input for strong ITB sustainment was analyzed and the preference of the balanced

momentum injection has been demonstrated [7]. The influence of the radial electric field

calculated near ITB foot on wider ITB region was highlighted in Ref. [8].

Abrupt variations of ITB properties in RS JT-60U plasmas were reported in Refs.

[9,10]. Recently, fast transient phenomena ("events") were studied in detail in RS plasmas

with weak ITB [11]. Dipole Te variation after an "event" (referred to as the "ITB-event" in the

rest of the paper), or abrupt simultaneous rise and decay of Te in two zones, was found. Dipole

Te variation is created by abrupt in time (ms time scale) and wide in space variation of electron

heat diffusivity %e, 6xe , at the time of the ITB-event. ITB-events were described as

spontaneous-like bifurcations of confinement. Spatial region of xe reduction (or increase) was

wide in space (sometimes around 0.3 of the volume averaged minor radius a) and well extended

into the zone of Te decay (or rise). This spatial region was spread well into the positive shear

space zone. Abrupt variations of xe were found earlier in NrS plasmas with ITB [10,12], but

profiles of xe have not been obtained.

Usually, local heat fluxes are obtained from detailed power balance calculations.

However, it is not easy to separate electron and ion heat fluxes from the total flux, especially in

some of high performance regimes. Moreover, even the knowledge of heat diffusivities

obtained from power balance, Xe,iPB> m nearly steady-state conditions, is not sufficient to

resolve the structure of the heat flux fully. This is because the problem of the existence of a

"heat pinch" (or a large inward convective heat flux [13-15]) is not solved finally in tokamak

plasmas. In this case values of Xe,iPB a r e n o t t n e r e a l values of xe,i> but are smaller values

linked to the difference between large outward and inward heat fluxes. The value measured

with various methods of Heat Pulse Propagation (HPP) analysis [13,16-20] is not the %e
PB

value but XeHP = - 5r e / (n e5VT e) , where XeHP *s dynamic electron heat diffusivity, 8Fe is

- 1 -
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electron thermal flux perturbation, ne is electron density and 5VTe is electron temperature

gradient perturbation. For L-mode plasmas with central heating, XeHP values (with typical

values 1-10 m /s) are usually a few times greater than x e
P B values [13,16,19,20] (so called

"enhanced HPP"). This difference can be explained by either the presence of "heat pinch" [13-

15], or by nonlinear dependence of xe on VTe [13-16]. The xe dependence on VTe, however,

does not affect the diffusive picture of HPP since it can be written as XeHP = XePB +

(3xe
PB/dVTe) VTe [13-16] (verified with transport code calculations in Refs. [14,16]). Low

values of xe
HP and the absence of a significant "heat pinch" were found for some L-mode

regimes with improved confinement on T-10 (inward HPP from off-axis ECRH swiching-on

[21], and very slow outward HPP with Xe
HP~ 0.14m2/s induced by on-axis ECRH in a steady-

state off-axis ECRH background plasma [22]) and on JET (inward HPP from off-axis ICRH in

PEP-mode [23] and sawtooth-induced HPP in VH-mode [19,20] with x e
H P ~ 0.7m2/s for both

cases). By our up to date information, the HPP was not studied inside the ITB region located

inside RS zone of tokamak plasmas, while the HPP was recently studied inside the ITB formed

by the series of ITB-events in positive shear zone of JT-60U RS plasmas [24].

Non-local ("global") plasma response was seen as simultaneous (ms time scale)

temperature rise or decay in all plasma volume located outside -0.3 of minor radius due to fast

L-H-L transitions observed in some regimes on JT-60U [10,12,25] and JET [19,26,27]. This

response was interpreted as abrupt jump of xe,i in the wide region. Non-local plasma response

to peripheral Te j perturbations (created e.g. by impurity laser blow-off) is sometimes also

observed (see Ref. [28] and references therein). Plasma response to fast L-H-L transitions was

not studied for RS plasmas.

The present paper represents expanded version of our report at 18th IAEA Fusion

Energy Conference held in Sorrento [29]. The paper describes the behaviour of Te and Tj after

ITB-events in NrS plasmas. Profiles of %t variations for ITB-events in NrS and RS plasmas

are evaluated and compared. The ITB-event induced HPP and the sawtooth-like crash induced

HPP are analyzed inside the ITB located in the RS zone. Response of Te located inside ITB to

ELM-induced H-L transitions is also presented. Most of the results shown below were

obtained by the analysis of the data from 12-channel high-space-resolution (1.7 cm half width

and -3 cm distance between channels for pulses analyzed below) electron cyclotron emission

(ECE) heterodyne radiometer used for Te measurements [30] (channel 1 is called below ch.l,

etc.)

- 2 -
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2. ITB-events in NrS and RS Plasmas

In this section, we first analyze ITB evolution in NrS 1.5MA/3.8T discharge E34487.

Time traces of this NBI-heated discharge are shown in Fig. 1 with: the injected NB power P^g;

stored energy measured with diamagnetic loop, Wdja ; ion and electron temperatures, T e j ,

measured near p ~ 0.4 for ions and p = 0.4, 0.65 for electrons, where p denotes volume

averaged minor radius normalized by the radius of a separatrix magnetic surface. More detailed

evolution of Te measured by heterodyne radiometer channels 5 (p = 0.42) and 12 (p = 0.67) is

shown in Fig. 2. Radial profiles of Tj given by charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy

measurements (circles), Te by ECE Fourier-transformed spectroscopy measurements (squares)

and ne by YAG Thomson scattering measurements (triangles) just before t = 4.6s are shown in

Fig. 3. We can briefly describe the plasma evolution shown in Figs. 1-2 as follows. Weak

ITB is created before 4.6s because the ITB foot can be clearly observed on the T; profile at t =

4.6s, shown in Fig. 3. The ITB event I (ITB-Improvement) has occurred at t = 4.602s,

marked by the vertical line in Fig 1 and by the arrow in Fig. 2. The rise of Tj(0.4) and

"bipolar" perturbation of Te (rise of Te(0.4) and decay of Te(0.65)) are clearly observed in Fig.

1 and in Fig. 2 (highlighted by arrows with (+) and (-) signs in both figures). Two BLM-

crashes (BLM; Barrier Localized Mode) [31] have occurred at t = 5.0 and 5.1s seen as abrupt

reduction of Te(ch.5) and increase of Te(ch.l2) in Fig. 2. The second ITB-event D (ITB-

Degradation) is observed at t = 5.985s (70 ms after P N B was switched-off) shown by the

vertical line in Fig. 1 and by the arrow in Fig. 2. The ITB-event D is observed as simultaneous

decay channel 5 and rise channel 12 of Te (spatially inverse Te perturbation in comparison with

the ITB-event I) clearly seen on Fig. 2.

We now analyze the ITB-event I in detail. Profiles of Te; 90 ms after the ITB-event are

shown in Fig. 3 by solid lines. ITBs are either improved by ITB-events (negative 8%e) or

degraded by them (positive 6%e). We may call this ITB-event as ITB "improvement" or, at the

same time, formation of stronger ITB out of the weak one. Positions of radiometer channels 1

and 12 are marked in Fig. 3 by vertical dashed lines. The ITB-event I is seen as an abrupt rise

of Te observed at channels 1-7 and decay at channels 10-12 (discontinuous in time jump of

9Te/3t, 8(3Te/3t), in ms time scale). Few ms delays of Te(ch.8) rise and Te(ch.9) decay are

seen as not fully clear tendencies. The profile of <5(3Te/3t)> (brackets <> denote time

averaged quantity during 10 ms time interval) is shown in Fig. 3.

The appearance of the discontinuous change of Te is explained in Refs. [11,24] as a

jump of %e in time across the ITB-event time t = tg. It is changed abruptly at t = to from %e to Xe

+ 8%e. The difference of transport equations between two phases after and before the ITB-

event is given as

- 3 -
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1.5 ne 5OTe/3t) = div{ne [8xeVTe + (xe + 8xe) 5VTe] } . (1)

In order to obtain the value of 8xe fr°m the measurement of 8(3Te/3t), we integrate Eq. (1) over

volume. Due to the limited measurement accuracy, we use time averaged values for to < t < to +

At instead of the instantaneous values just after t = to. In the present study an interval of At =

10 ms is adopted for ITB-events I and D. The relation between 5Xe and 8(3Te/9t) is expressed

as

V(r)
<SXe> + <OCe + §Xe)§ V T e>/ v T e = 1.5 {/ne<8OTe/3t)> dV} / {neVTe A(r)} (2)

0

where brackets <> denote time averaged quantity, A(r) is surface area of a magnetic surface at

minor radius r, and V(r) is the volume surrounded by this surface. The second term on the left-

hand side (LHS) of Eq. (2) originates from the diffusive spread of the perturbed temperature

8Te, whose weight in Eq. (2) is small unless At is small. Analytical estimates of this term's

role can be found in Ref. [11], and numerical analysis of the diffusive spread of the 5xe profile

"measured" with Eq. (2) without the second term on the LHS is given in Ref. [24]. The

influence of the abrupt change in the particle transport is not taken into account here; it was

estimated analytically and numerically in Refs. [11,24] and has been shown not to influence 5xe

profile significantly. The profile of negative 8xe for the ITB-event "I" without the second term

on the LHS of Eq. (2) is shown in Fig. 5 by the dashed line with circles. The xe
 1S reduced in a

wide region (over 0.3a) and reaches the minimum value of 8xe - -0-4 m2/s. The main case of

the error in the estimation of 5xe is usually the measurement error in VTe (the denominator on

the RHS of Eq. (2)). Neglecting the small role of second term on the LHS of Eq. (2) (for small

At), Eq. (2) can be rewritten to give an estimate for the electron heat flux jump across magnetic

surface A(r):

V(r)
<5re A> = -<8xe> {ne VTe A(r)} = -1.5 {I ne <8(3Te/at)> dV (3)

0

The profile of <8Fe A> for the ITB-event I obtained with Eq. (3) is shown by the dotted line in

Fig. 4, the extremes of the <8Fe A> error bars estimated from uncertainties in profiles of ne and

<8(3Te/3t)> are also shown. The %e decreases in the region of negative <8(3Te/3t)> because

even on the outer edge of the 12th channel space half-width, the value of <8Fe A> is negative

(-50% of the minimum value -0.7 MW). The minimum of the <8Fe A> is located near ITB

- 4 -
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foot. The region of the xe decrease spreads well outside the ITB foot on Tj shown in Fig. 4 by

the arrow. We can roughly estimate the jump of the ion heat flux <8Fj A> in order to compare

<8Fe> and <8Fj>. The values of <8(3T;/3t)> taken from experiment (~7cm space and 17 ms

time resolution) are nearly 3.5 times higher in comparison with <8(3Te/3t)> values. The

minimum value of <5Fj A> is estimated as -1.2MW. Power balance calculations are performed

with 1.5 dimensional transport code TOPICS (TOkamak Prediction and Interpretation Code

System) [32]. The NBI power deposition to electrons and ions is calculated by OFMC (Orbit

Following Monte-Carlo) code [33], which takes into account ripple loss, banana orbit loss and

charge exchange loss of slowing-down fast ions. The absorbed 4.8MW power is found inside

r=0.45 with nearly 40% level of the convective heat losses. The similar level of the convective

heat losses (-50%) was measured for p =0.35 in the other pulse with the new method

suggested in reference [34]. The total diffusive heat flux by electron and ion channels equal to

2.9 MW (the rest -60% part of 4.8MW) is found at p = 0.45 (separate electron and ion

diffusive heat fluxes are known with larger errors), while <5Fj A> + <8Fe A> = -1.9MW at the

same p = 0.45. The total diffusive heat flux by electron and ion channels is reduced as much as

~3 times at the ITB-event I.

For the second ITB-event D (ITB-degradation) observed at t = 5.985s, profiles of

<8(3Te/9t)> and 8%e are inverted in comparison with the ITB-event I. The profile of positive

8xe calculated without the second term on the LHS of Eq. (2) is shown in Fig. 5 by the dashed

line. Increase of xe in
 a wide region (over 0.3a) and the maximum value of 8xe ~ 0.4 m2/s are

seen similarly to 8Xe features at the ITB-event I.

The negative profile of 8%e obtained for the ITB-event in RS pulse 32423 with weak

ITB (see Fig. 5 in Ref. [11]) is shown by squares in Fig. 5. Spatial positions of channels 1-12

are taken from 0.37 to 0.66 of minor radius in RS and from 0.29 to 0.67 in NrS plasmas.

Profiles of 8%e are similarly wide (around 0.3a) for ITB-events in NrS and RS plasmas with

weak ITBs, while MSE-measured q profiles shown in Fig. 5 are very different. Profiles of 8%e

are similarly expanded outside of ITB-foots in the both NrS and RS cases.

Widths of strong ITBs in RS JT-60U plasmas are usually smaller (0.1-0.15a) in

comparison with weak ITB widths (sometimes over 0.4a). Profiles of Te just before (time A, t

= 5.735s) and 15 ms after the ITB-event in RS 1.5MA/3.8T discharge E32424 with strong ITB

(PN B = 10.5MW, W = 2.8MJ, TE - 0.25s) are shown in Fig. 6 by solid and dashed curves,

respectively. The ITB shoulder is observed near the location of radiometer channel 4 and ITB

foot is seen near the position of channel 8 in Fig. 6. Profiles of Tj (circles), ne (triangles) and

MSE-measured q (dashed line) just before the ITB-event are shown in Fig. 7. The ITB

shoulder and foot are observed on T; profile also. Positions of radiometer channels 1 and 12

are marked in Fig. 7 by vertical dashed lines. The ITB-event "improvement" is seen as Te rise

- 5 -
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in small region (initially on channels 7 and 8 as marked in Fig. 6) and decay on channels 11 and

12. The profile of 8xe shown in Fig. 6 (dotted curve, calculated as described above) is

localized near ITB foot, compared with spatially wider 8xe profiles in weak ITB cases, and

extended into positive shear region (at least slightly outside channel 12, well above the error

bars). The minimum value of <Fe A> « -1MW is obtained with Eq. (3) and is located near the

ITB foot. Values of 8xe are inversely proportional to VTe, while VTe itself is not well-known

in the region outside qmin where VTe is small. Gradual diffusive broadening of rising positive

Te perturbation 8Te is observed later in time (region of inward electron HPP is shown by the

arrow marked "HPP" in both Figs. 6 and 7 and is analyzed in Section 3 below.

3. Inward and Outward Heat Pulse Propagation inside ITB in RS

New sources of Heat Pulse Propagation (HPP) are found in RS plasmas. We now

analyze the outward HPP created by a source observed as sawtooth-like crash in central part of

RS plasmas. Time traces of 1.8MA/3.7T RS shot E36614 are shown in Fig. 8, where PN B is

the NB power, PEc is the injected ECRH power (see details of recently installed ECRH system

in Ref. [35]); W is the stored energy and Te was measured by radiometer channels 1,9,12 at p

= 0.3, 0.53, 0.62, respectively. At the time of the crash highlighted by the arrow, the decay of

Te(ch.l) and the rise of Te(ch.9) can be seen. Profiles of Te before and after the crash (under

P N B = 5.4MW, P E C = 1.2MW, W = 3.2MJ, t E ~ 0.5 s) are shown in Fig. 9 by solid and

dashed curves, respectively. Profiles of Tj (circles), ne (triangles) and MSE-measured q

(dashed line) just before the crash are shown in Fig. 10, locations of radiometer channels 1 and

12 are marked by dashed vertical lines. Time traces of Te(ch.9-12) are shown in Fig. 11,

crash-induced Te rise is observed on ch.9 and ch.10. Since no clear response on channel 11 is

observed, one cannot obtain the x e
H P value but can only estimate its upper limit.

Regarding perturbations of heat sources and ne, the HPP is analyzed with a simplified

transport equation for 5Te, as usual,

1.5ne35Te/at = div(nexe
HPV8Te), r l o < r < r s e p (4)

with zero initial condition 8Te(r,t=0) = 0. Left boundary condition 8Te(i'io,t) is taken from

experimental measurements at the ch.10 position r = r^ ; 8TecALc(ri0>*) = ^TeEXP(rl0't)

similarly to that used in Refs. [17,18]. Right boundary condition is chosen as zero at the

separatrix radius r = rsep; 8Te>cALc(rsep't) = 0- The ne(r) profile is taken from the experiment.

Calculated 8Te at positions of ch.ll (r = rjj) and ch.12 (r = rj2), ^e,CALc(T]],]2^)^ depends

- 6 -
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on xe
HP> i-e., 8T e t C A L C(rn > 1 2 , t ) = 8T e > C A L C (XtE?>r\],\2>V- Equation (4) is solved in a

cylindrical geometry (positions of r]o_i2 are taken as volume averaged minor radii from JT-60U

equilibria with measured q-profiles), using implicit conservative difference scheme described in

Ref. [36]. The difference problem is solved with a three point Gauss eliminating method

described for example in Ref. [36].

One experimental important characteristic of the HPP, the index of "quality" of a heat

wave, was introduced in Refs. [19,20]. The index reflects the "relative sharpness" of the heat

wave. It was defined as

S = I (8VTe/5Te)/(VT/Te) I . (5)

This is the experimental characterization of the sensitivity of the conduction term (xe
HP 8VTe)

to terms proportional to 8Te, such as convective (perturbation of convective heat flux) and

"convective-like" terms (source perturbation, gradual dependencies of xe on time and Te, etc.).

Generally, the value of S decreases in time due to a diffusive spread of 8Te, as the space region

of high S values moves outward. This is one of the reasons why the HPP study is bounded in

time. The HPP with high values of S > 5 are studied in all cases reported in the present paper.

These values should be treated as high because values of S for sawteeth induced HPP study on

JET were usually equal to 2 or 3 [19,20].

The upper limit of XeHP *s estimated as follows. The time trace of the 8Te EXp at r^o is

shown in Fig. 12 by the solid line. The evolutions of 8Te;cALc(rll) obtained with XeHP =

0.1m2/s (amplitude at t = t^R A S H+ 15ms shown by double-sides arrow) and x e
H P = 0.04m2/s

are shown by dashed lines. The magnitude of STeCALcfrll'tCRASH"1" ^ m s ) obtained with

Xe
HP = 0.1m2/s is shown in Fig. 11 by the solid vertical gray short segment with the amplitude

above error bars of the gradual Te(rj ] ,t) evolution. The value of 8Te cALc(rl 1 >l = l CRASH

+ 15 ms) derived with XeHP = 0.04m2/s is reduced by ~2 times in comparison with the one

derived with x e = 0.1m2/s. The HPP with x e
H P = 0.04m2/s probably could not be

recognized easily. The upper limit xe
H P = 0.06m2/s is obtained as the result of a compromise

between calculations with XeHP = 0.1m2/s (should be seen easily in the experiment) and
HP

calculations with xe = 0.04m2/s (probably not easily seen). Other possible explanations of

the absence of HPP (temperature and density coupled transport, perturbation of energy sources

at the crash, etc.) could not be fully rejected at present. However, very slow HPP is also seen

(preliminary analysis) in the case of the outward ECRH-induced HPP (without abrupt

perturbations of ne and Tj) throughout ITB in similar shots. This preliminary result strongly

supports the view that very low values of xe
H P a r e particularly responsible for HPP with x e

H P

< 0.06m /s described above. The value of the ion neoclassical heat diffusivity Xjneo = 0.3m2/s

- 7 -
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is calculated in the region of HPP with code [37] and with expressions described in Ref. [38],

i.e. XeHP < 0-2 Xineo f° r t n i s case.

The ITB-event induced the inward electron HPP is found inside strong ITB in the RS

region in shot 32424, indicated by the arrow marked "HPP" in Fig. 6. The evolution of Te

(ch.6,5) is shown in Fig. 13, the time of the ITB-event is marked by the symbol A, 15 ms later

time marked by the symbol B. A few ms time delay in the rise of Te(ch.6) is clearly observed

(the rise has started at time A somewhere between channels 6 and 7). The inward HPP from

channel 6 to channel 5 is schematically shown by the arrow in Fig. 13. The HPP is analyzed

with numerical solution equation (4) solved in the region 0 < r < rg with zero initial condition,

the right boundary condition 6TeCALc(r6,t) = 8TejEXp(r6>t) being taken from experiment and

with left boundary condition 35Te(0,t)/9r = 0. The calculated amplitude of 8Te(ch.5) with x e
H P

= 0.2 m2/s (26ms after time A) is shown by the bold segment. The value of %e
HP = 0.12 m2/s

« 0.5 Xineo is found from the best fit of the calculated and experimental data on channel 5 (with

approximately -40% and +50% errorbars).

Formation of a strong ITB in positive shear zone of RS plasmas (shot E32423) is

described as a series of 3 consecutive ITB-events [24]. Evolution of 5Te (induced by the third

ITB-event) is observed as the outward HPP from radiometer channel 9 (left boundary condition

for calculations as was described above for shot 36614) to channels 10,11 (throughout the

region with ITB-event improved confinement) and is shown in Fig. 14 by solid (experiment),

dashed (5T e C A L C ( r 1 0 , t ) and 5T e C A L c( i"n , t ) with x e
H P = 0.1m2/s) and dotted lines

(5TeCALC(r11 , t) with x e
H P =0.2 and 0.05 m2/s). Values of Xe,i

HP as low as ~0.1m2/s are

obtained from electron and ion HPP (see details in Ref. [24]) in the ~8cm wide region fully

localized in positive shear space zone of RS plasmas. Similar value of the ion neoclassical heat

diffusivity Xineo = 0.1 m2/s is calculated in the same space region.

Real xe in the plasma is equal to xe measured with power balance x e
P B under any

dependence of xe
 o n plasma parameters, except for the one with the presence of the heat pinch.

For the "simple heat pinch" case, electron heat flux Fe is described by the expression Fe = -ne

(XeVTe + vTeTe) ' where VTe is inward heat pinch velocity, 5r e = -ne (xeSVTe + VTe5Te),

when Xe and VTe are not varied during HPP. The value of xe
P B = Te/(neVTe) in this case is

not equal, but smaller than Xe- The upper limit of V ^ (in the extreme case of overestimated VTe

with XeVTe + vTeTe = ° a n d XePB = °> s e e details in Ref. [24]) is equal to

VTe,upper = " XeHP (VTe /Te)/( 1 - 1/S) (6)

with VjeUppei- nearly independent from values of S for S » 1 (heat wave sharpness, see Eq.

(5)). The cases of HPP with high values of S > 5 are studied above. The values of

Q
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estimated from Eq. (6) are found to be around or below 0.5m/s in all cases of HPP described in

the present paper.

4. ITB Response to ELM-induced H-L Transitions in RS

The ways to obtain L-H transition in RS JT-60U plasmas are described in Ref. [1].

Time traces of the late phase of NBI-heated 1.5MA/3.8T discharge 32419 (weak ITB phase) are

shown in Fig. 15, together with PNB ' W and divertor Ha . Many ELMs with post-ELM

enhanced H a level (-5-100 ms duration in various pulses) are clearly observed in Fig. 15. We

analyze plasma response to the ELM labeled by the arrow marked tj in Fig. 15 in detail.

Profiles of Tj (circles), ne (triangles) and q (obtained from MSE measurements and shown by

dotted line) before t = tj are shown in Fig 16. Weak ITB is clearly observed on Tj and ne

profiles. Location of radiometer channels 1 and 12 (r/a = 0.29 and 0.69) is marked by vertical

dashed lines. Radial position of channel 1 is located well inside ITB and also inside RS region.

Time traces of W, H a and Te(ch.l) around the ELM at t = t] are shown in Fig. 17.

ELM-induced H-L back transition is observed on the Ha trace shown in Fig. 17 as a post-ELM

level enhanced by ~3 times in comparison with the pre-ELM one. Around 7% of energy is lost

during the ELM-induced L-mode phase. The transition is observed as abrupt and simultaneous

nearly linear decay of Te inside ITB (ch.1-7), shown for channel 1 in Fig. 17. Decay of Te is

well correlated (~ 2 ms) with abrupt rise of H a . The similar Te behaviour is observed for

ELMs before t = tj. Profiles of Te before and 10 ms after transition are shown in Fig. 18. The

zone shown in Fig. 18 is located in RS region. The 5xe,H-L profile obtained from Eq. (2) (with

<8(3Te/3t)> values averaged in 10 ms time interval) is shown on Fig. 18 by circles. Small 25%

correction (upper limit decrease of l5xe>H-lJ) because of inward plasma motion due to energy

losses is introduced in calculations. The same role of plasma motion is obtained from Te decay

measured from low and high field side by ECE grating polychrometer, and by radiometer from

low field side in another shot. An alternative explanation is that the decay of Te is caused by the

inward HPP from the ITB foot. Decay of Te(ch.l-6) can be explained (still with some delay

and slightly lower amplitude of 5Te(ch.l-3)) by the inward HPP from channel 7 calculated with

Xe
HP ~ 10m2/s (order of amplitude above typical %e

PB values obtained from power balance). A

significant part of weak ITB located in RS zone is covered by abrupt increase of %e.

The similar picture is seen for L-H transition (H-mode recovery), observed in Fig. 17 as

the disappearance of Te decay correlated (within few ms) with the H a decay. The

corresponding profile of 5xe,L-H (calculated similarly to the one described above for H-L

transition) is inverted in comparison with H-L case and

- 9 -
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Response of strong ITB to ELM-induced H-L transitions is not fully clear at present.

The region of Te decay induced by irregularly observed ELM-like phenomena (with H a level

enhanced by -50% for 5-10 ms) is limited by ITB foot and Te decay does not penetrate inside

ITB region. We are not sure whether this enhanced H a level can be qualified as L-mode

because in ELMs-induced L-modes H a level is typically enhanced by 2-3 times.

5. Discussion

By our knowledge of T-10, JET and JT-60U data analyzed in Refs. [19-24] and in the

present paper, small values of inward convective heat velocity of order of 0.5 m/s could be

considered within the uncertainty of experiment in all regimes with improved electron

confinement studied so far. These results are in contrast to the values of "heat pinch velocity"

around 60 m/s claimed recently for the ECRH induced HPP throughout ITBs formed near

rational q surfaces in RTP [39]. The presence or absence of the heat pinch in L-mode plasmas

with on-axis heating is not clear yet. Some of JT-60U RS discharges with ITB were described

by a "canonical profile" (CPTM) model [40], where L-mode confinement is formed by nearly

balanced large inward convective and outward diffusive heat fluxes. The ITB is created due to

"forgetting" of canonical profiles under some conditions in CPTM model, and heat pinch is

absent inside ITB.

A more systematic analysis of ITB-events in NrS and RS plasmas is necessary to

understand possible relationship of local measurable plasma parameters and ITB-events. The

physical mechanism of ITB-events remains unclear.

The global nature of abrupt %e variations inside RS region reported in the present paper,

is similar to abrupt variations of %e,i in 90% of plasma volume seen under "fast" L-H-L

transitions in some JT-60U [25] and JET [19,26,27] NrS regimes without clear ITB including

ELM-induced short (few ms) L-modes on JET (first time described in JET VH-mode plasmas

[26]) and ELM-induced L-modes on JT-60U [26], and inside weak ITB in NrS JT-60U

plasmas [10,12].

6. Conclusions

Abrupt in time (ms time scale) and wide in space (-0.3-0.4 of minor ẑ adius) variations

of Xe (ITB-events) are found in NrS high Pp plasmas with weak ITB. ITB-events are seen

as "bipolar" perturbation of Te\ with simultaneous rise and decay of Te j in two spatial zones.

The maximum of the heat flux abrupt variation is located near ITB foot and the profiles of xe

- 10
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variations 8xe are extended well outside of ITB foot. Similar profiles of I8%el are obtained for

the both cases of ITB-improvement via ITB-event (negative 5%e) and ITB-degradation via ITB-

event (positive 8xe). Widths of ITB-events are generally similar for weak ITBs in RS and NrS

plasmas. The jump of the total heat flux by electron and ion channels is estimated for the case

of ITB-improvement via ITB-event and compared with the results of power balance calculations

before the iTB-event. The total diffusive heat flux is reduced by ~3 times at the ITB-event.

Profiles of §xe at the ITB-event in RS plasmas with strong ITB are localized near ITB

foot in narrower region in comparison with wider S%e profiles in weak ITB case. In various

RS pulses studied up to now, the maximum of the heat flux abrupt variation is always located

near position of qmin and heat flux variation is always extended into positive shear region. In

general, ITB-events are the intrinsic feature of various NrS and RS JT-60U plasmas. The

space-time behaviour of Tj at ITB-events is similar to that of Te in the both cases of NrS

(present paper) and RS plasmas [11,24].

New sources of HPP are found in RS plasmas. The HPP is studied in RS zone of

tokamak plasmas for the first time. We observe symmetric picture of slow HPP (Xe
HP ~

0.1m2/s) in 3 cases: the ITB-event induced electron inward HPP (%e
HP ~ 0.5 Xineo) and the

sawtooth-like crash induced outward HPP (Xe
HP < 0-2 %\ ) , both propagated throughout

strong ITB in RS zone; the ITB-event induced electron and ion outward HPP (%e
HP ~ %iHP ~

%ineo) throughout strong ITB abruptly formed by ITB-event in positive shear zone of RS

plasmas (this case is described in Ref. [24] in detail). An important consequence of HPP

analysis is the absence of electron and ion "heat pinch" in ITB region. Small values of inward

convective heat velocity (near 0.5 m/s) could be considered within the uncertainty of

experiment.

Fast response of Te to ELM-induced H-L back transitions (seen as Te decay correlated

within 2 ms with abrupt rise of Ha) is found well inside weak ITBs in RS region, suggesting

edge-core interplay across qmjn on the ms timescale. The Te decay is interpreted as abrupt

appearance of positive 8%e. The similar behaviour is seen at H-mode recovery after ELM-

induced L-mode, when abrupt appearance of negative 8%e is correlated within few ms with

decay of Ha . This is the first study of ITB fast response to L-H-L transitions in RS tokamak

plasmas. In our latest report [41], we study this issue more systematically. The global nature

of abrupt %e variations inside RS region is similar to xe behaviour at global L-H-L transitions in

JT-60U [10,12,25] and JET [19,26,27] NrS plasmas.

Complex transport evolution inside ITB has been partially described in the present paper

as highly dynamic system with variety of coupled processes. It is the mixture of fast time-scale

processes (abrupt bifurcations of core transport due to "semi-global" ITB-events and fast edge-

core connection throughout RS zone at global bifurcations of confinement during L-H-L

- 11 -
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transitions) described in the present paper, and slow time scale processes (HPP and gradual

variations of the confinement, strong linkage of current and pressure profiles in RS plasmas

[1]). Moreover, the interplay between ITB-events and L-H transitions is also possible, as

shown in our latest report [41]. The "semi-empirical" methods for plasma parameters control in

RS and NrS discharges with ITB developed on JT-60U [1-8] are the only ones available at

present to make progress in steady state RS and high (3p NrS discharges with ITB.
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Fig. 1 Evolutions of Tj, Te, W and Pj^p for an NrS discharge 34487. Temperatures are

measured near p = 0.4 for ions and p = 0.4, 0.65 for electrons. ITB events I (ITB-

improvement) and D (ITB-degradation) occurs at times represented by vertical solid lines.

"Bipolar" perturbation of Te after ITB-event I is highlighted by arrows with signs (+) and (-).
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Fig. 2 Evolutions of Te on heterodyne radiometer channel 5 (p = 0.42) and channel 12

(p = 0.67). ITB-events I, D and P N B cut-off occurs at times shown by the double-side

arrows. Two BLM-crashes (barrier localized mode) occurs at t = 5.0 and 5.1 Is.
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Fig. 3 Radial profiles of Tj (circles), Te (squares), ne (triangles), q (dotted line) just before

ITB-event I at t = 4.6s. Profiles of Tj and Te 90 ms after ITB-event I are shown by solid lines.

Fast time scale evolution of Te is measured by an ECE heterodyne radiometer with 12 channels

inside the region 0.29 < p < 0.67 between the two vertical dashed lines.
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Fig. 4 Profile of <6Te A> (dotted line) calculated from <5(3Te/3t)> (circles) for ITB-event I.
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Fig. 5 Profiles of 5xe at ITB-events in NrS and RS plasmas with weak ITBs: circles for ITB-

event I (calculated from <8(3Te/8t)> shown in Fig. 4) and dashed line for ITB-event D in shot

34487; RS- solid line, shot 32423; positions of radiometer ch. 1-12 are from r/a = 0.37 to 0.66

in RS and from r/a = 0.29 to 0.67 in NrS. Profiles of q are shown by solid line for RS and

dashed line for NrS plasmas.
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Fig. 6 Profiles of Te before (time A in Fig. 13) and 15ms after (time B in Fig. 13) ITB-event in

RS plasmas with strong ITB in shot 32424, region of inward HPP created by rise of Te at

radiometer channels 7,8 (described in Section 3) is shown by arrow HPP. Profile of 5%e is

shown by dotted line.
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Fig. 7 Radial profiles of Tj (circles), ne (triangles) and q (dashed line) before ITB-event in Fig.

6, arrow HPP- the same region as in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 8 Evolutions ofW, PN B , PE C and Te(ch.l,9,12) for the RS discharge 36614 with strong

ITB. The sawtooth-like crash at t = 6.203s is shown by the arrow. Temperatures are measured

at p = 0.3,0.53,0.62.
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Fig. 9 Profiles of Te measured by radiometer before (solid line) and after (dotted line)

sawteeth-like crash (see the arrow "crash" at t = 6.203s in Fig. 8). The region of crash-induced

outward HPP in the ITB is shown by the arrow "HPP".
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Fig. 10 Profiles of Tj (circles), ne (triangles) and q (dotted line) before sawtooth-like crash in

shot 36614. The region of electron HPP is shown by the arrow.
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Fig. 11 Evolution of Te for shot 36614. Crash-induced outward HPP from radiometer channel

10 to channel 11 is not seen. The Te perturbation on channel 11 calculated with x e
H P = 0.1m2/s

(15ms after the crash, see Fig. 12) is shown by short segment of vertical line.
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Fig. 12 Calculations of HPP from radiometer channel 10 to channels 11 and 12. Experimental

8TeExp(rjo,t) is shown by solid line and calculated 8Te (cALc(rl i>0 w i t n Xe H P = ^ ' anc^ ^.04

m^/s shown by dashed lines. Evolution of 8Te,CALc(ri2't) w i t n XeHP = 0-lni2/s is shown by

dotted line. The perturbation 5Te cALc(ri i't=tCRASH + 15ms) with %e
HP = 0.1m2/s is shown

by double-side arrow (this value is shown by short segment of vertical line in Fig.l 1).
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Fig. 13 ITB-event induced inward HPP from radiometer channel 6 to channel 5 inside strong

ITB in shot 32424. Profiles of Te at the time A (just before ITB-event) and 15ms later at the

time B are shown in Fig. 6. The calculated perturbation of Te at channel 5 with x e
H P = 0.2m2/s

(26ms after time A) is shown by bold segment.
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Fig. 14 ITB-event induced outward HPP from radiometer channel 9 to channels 10 and 11

inside ITB in positive shear region of RS plasmas in shot E32423. Comparison of

$TejEXp(r9 10 U'*) (s°lid lines) and 5TeicALc(rl0,i l'1) W^m XeHP = 0-lrn2/s (dashed lines) is

shown. Evolutions of 8Te CALC (rll'1) w^ tn XeHP = 0-2 and 0.05 m2/s are drawn by dotted

lines.
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Fig. 15 Time traces of H a , W, PN B in RS shot 32419. ELM shown by arrow tj is studied in

detail below.
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Fig. 16 Radial profiles of Tj (circles), ne (triangles), q (dotted line) before ELM at t = t j .

Location of radiometer channels 1 and 12 is shown by vertical dashed lines.
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Fig. 17 Time traces of W, H a and Te measured on radiometer channel 1 around ELM at t

Fast response of Te(ch.l) to H-L and L-H transitions is seen.
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Fig. 18 T e profiles before (solid line) and 10ms after (dashed line) the H-L transition at t = t j ,

together with the x e change (circles).
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